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1   Representation of Scalars 

 

1.1 Basic Encoding and Decoding  

 

a)  Rectified Linear Neuron Model - Neuron Responses 

 

Neuron responses ai for 16 randomly generated neurons with x values between -1 and 1, sampled 

with dx=0.05  

 
          Figure 1. Neuron responses for 16 randomly generated neurons  

 

b) Optimal Decoders 

 

Following are the values of the optimal decoders for the 16 neurons: 

 
 

c) Plots of xhat compared to x and RMSE 

 

RMSE (without noise) = 0.000248660984824  
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Figure 2. Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x (without noise case) 

 

 
          Figure 3. Plot of x - xhat to examine the error (without noise case)  

 
 

It can be seen that without the noise, the error is almost zero. To confirm this fact, the actual error 

values were computed and printed as shown below: 
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From the above values it can be seen that for all the cases xhat takes a value slightly greater than x 

d) Decoding Under Noise added to a (activity) 
 
Added random normally distributed noise to a and decoded again. The noise added is a random 

variable with mean 0 and standard deviation of 0.2 times the maximum firing rate of all the neurons. 

This variable was re-sampled for every different x value for every different neuron. 

RMSE (noisy activity, non noisy decoder)  =  0.932190069651  
 

  

 
Figure 4. Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x ( noisy activity, non noisy decoder case) 
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Figure 5. Plot of x - xhat to examine the error (noisy activity, non noisy decoder case) 

 

It can be seen that when the noise is added to the neural activity of each neuron at each x, there is 

a considerable amount of error which is obtained. This is clear from the graphs and the actual error 

values which were computed and found to be as shown below: 

 

 
 

From the above values it can be seen that for some cases xhat takes a value greater than x and for 

some other cases xhat takes a value lower than x. The non noisy decoder has been very unsuccessful 

in decoding the values.  

 

e) Re-computing the decoders accounting for noise 

In this part the decoders di were re-computed taking noise into account. A comparison was made 

to compare the behaviour of the when decoding both with and without noise added to a (neural 

activity). Following are the decoder values computed taking noise into account: 
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RMSE (with noisy activity and noisy decoder)  =  0.131212723644 

 
Figure 6. Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x (noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 

 

 
Figure 7. Plot of x - xhat to examine the error (noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 

 

RMSE (with non noisy activity and noisy decoder) = 0.0349894292346 
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Figure 8. Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x (non noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 

 

 
Figure 9. Plot of x - xhat to estimate the error (non noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 

 

f) RMSE Analysis 

Terminology: 

Noisy Decoder - Decoders Computed taking noise into account 

Noisy Activity - Neural Activities and the neural activity matrix is computed taking noise into 

account. 
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Table 1. Comparison of RMSE values obtained with and without noise 

 RMSE Values Comments 
1. Activity and Decoder Without 

Noise 

1.34481218402e-09 

 

The RMSE was minimum 

without noise 

2.  Noisy Activity, non noisy 

Decoder 

0.932190069651  

 

RMSE increased considerably 

on adding noise to the activity 

3.  Noisy activity, noisy Decoder,  0.131212723644 RMSE decreased as compared 

to that in 2 when noisy activity 

was decoded using noisy 

decoder  

4.  Non noisy Activity, noisy 

Decoder 

0.0349894292346 

 

RMSE increased when a noisy 

decoder was used as compared 

to a non noisy decoder (in 1). 

However, it was less 

compared to case 3. 

 

 

Table 2. 2x2 table of the RMSE Values 

 

It can be seen from the Table1 above that the RMSE value was the lowest (almost negligible) when 

no noise had been added to the neural activities of the neurons. However, on adding the noise to 

the neural activities, the RMSE value increased considerably. In order to decode noisy neural 

activities, the results were better when the decoder which was computed taking the noise into 

account was used. This is clear from Table1 above, which shows that the RMSE value in case 3 

was found to be lower than in case 2 since a decoder optimized for the noisy neural activities was 

used. This shows that the decoders are optimized for certain specific scenarios and perform best for 

the scenarios they have been optimized for. This is confirmed from the observation that in case 4, 

where the noisy decoder was used to decode the neural activities without noise, the results were 

considerably worse than case 1 where non noisy decoder optimized to decode neural activities 

without noise was used. The RMSE in case 4 was found to be a lot higher than in case 1. Further, 

it can be seen from the values of decoders reported in previous sections that the values of noisy and 

non-noisy decoders were considerably different. A noisy decoder also does a better job at decoding 

non noisy activity as compared to noisy activity (though a non noisy decoder is much better for 

decoding non noisy activity). 

 

 

1.2 Exploring Sources of Error 

 

a) Plots of Error due to distortion and noise (Standard Deviation = 0.1) 

 

1.34481218402e-09  

( non noisy activity, non noisy decoder)  

0.932190069651 
( noisy activity, non noisy decoder) 

0.131212723644 

( noisy activity, noisy decoder) 

0.0349894292346 
(non noisy activity, noisy decoder) 
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In this part two different loglog plots were generated (one for each type of error) with N (number 

of neurons) values of [2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128]. For each N value, 10 runs were done in order to 

obtain the average results. For each run, different α, Jbias, and e were generated for each neuron. 

Decoders were computed under noise, with σ equal to 0.1 times the maximum firing rate.  

The average distortion error and noise error computed for the N values of [2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128] 

and σ equal to 0.1 times the maximum firing rate are shown below: 

 

The error due to noise was found to be considerably higher than the error due to distortion. Both 

errors decrease as the number of neurons is increased from 2 to 128. However, the error due to 

distortion decreases at a much faster rate as compared to the error due to noise. These errors 

were compared to 1/N , 1/N2 and 1/N4 and the results can be seen in figure10 and figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 10. Error due to distortion (majenta),I/N2(red) and 1/N4(blue) for std_deviation = 0.1 

 

 
Figure 11. Error due to noise (majenta) and I/N2 (red) for std_deviation = 0.1 
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Figure11 shows that the error due to noise is almost proportional to 1/N and figure10 shows that 

the error due to distortion is proportional to 1/N2 . 

 

b) Plots of Error due to distortion and noise (Standard Deviation = 0.01) 

 

The average distortion error and noise error computed for the N values of [2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128] 

and σ equal to 0.01 times the maximum firing rate are shown below: 

 

Graphs of error due to distortion and error due to noise 

 

Figure 12. Error due to distortion (majenta), I/N2 (red) and 1/N4 for std_deviation = 0.01 

 

 
Figure 13. Error due to noise (majenta) and I/N (red) for std_deviation = 0.01 

 

Figure13 shows that the error due to noise is almost proportional to 1/N and figure12 shows that 

the error due to distortion is proportional to 1/N2. 
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c) Difference between graphs in a and b 

 

From the graphs and data presented in part a) and b) above, it can seen that on decreasing the 

standard deviation, the average error due to distortion remains almost the same (with very little 

difference). However, the error due to noise is found to decrease with a decrease in the standard 

deviation. This is as expected since the error due to distortion is the error introduced by the decoders 

themselves and this is present regardless of noise. However the error due to noise is directly 

dependant on the standard deviation of the distribution from which the noise is sampled which 

affects the neural activity of each neuron. 

As shown in the figure below, lower standard deviation means there is a narrower sample space 

from which the noise is sampled. Hence there is a less variation in the noise components added to 

various neurons implying more similarity of noise componenets among the population of neurons. 

Thus the error due to noise decreases on decreasing the standard deviation.  

 

 
Figure 14. Standard Deviation (left - lower deviation and right - higher deviation) 

1.3 Leaky Integrate and Fire Neurons 

 

a) Neuron Reponses 

 
Figure 15. Neuron Responses for 16 randomly generated neurons 
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RMSE (without noise) = 0.00812292249089 (Using Optimal Decoders without noise) 

 

 
Figure 16.  Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x (non noisy activity, non noisy decoder case) 

   

 
Figure 17. Plot of x - xhat to estimate the error (non noisy activity, non noisy decoder case) 

 

b) Re-computing decoders accounting for noise 
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Figure 18. Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x (noisy activity, non noisy decoder case) 

 

 
Figure 19. Plot of x - xhat to estimate the error (noisy activity, non noisy decoder case) 
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Figure 20. Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x (noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 

 

 
Figure 21. Plot of x - xhat to estimate the error (noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 
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Figure 22. Plot of xhat overlaid on y = x (non noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 

 

 

 
Figure 23. Plot of x - xhat to estimate the error (noisy activity, noisy decoder case) 
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RMSE Values (The trend in the values was similar to that found in the case of rectified linear 

neuron: 

 RMSE Values Comments 

1. Activity and Decoder Without 

Noise 

0.00480676926067  

 

The RMSE was minimum 

without noise 

2.  Noisy Activity, non noisy 

Decoder 

0.0136443776118 

 

RMSE increased on adding 

noise to the activity 

3.  Noisy activity, noisy Decoder,  0.0106384504765 

 

RMSE decreased as 

compared to that in 2 when 

noisy activity was decoded 

using noisy decoder  

4.  Non noisy Activity, noisy 

Decoder 

0.00741586188502  

 

RMSE increased when a 

noisy decoder was used as 

compared to a non noisy 

decoder (in 1).  

 

2  Representation of Vectors 
 

2.1 Vector Tuning Curves 

 

a) LIF neuron with 2D preferred direction 

 

In this part, the tuning curve of an LIF neuron with 2D preferred direction vector is at an angle 

of θ=−π/4 was plotted. The neuron has an x-intercept at the origin (0,0), and has a maximum firing 

rate of 100Hz. 
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Figure 24. Tuning Curve of an LIF neuron with a 2D preferred direction vector at −π/4 

 

b) Tuning curve considering the points around a unit circle 

 

 
Figure 25. Points around a unit circle 
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Figure 26.Tuning Curve of a neuron considering the points around a unit circle 

 

 
Figure 27. Cosine Curve Fitted to the tuning curve 

 

It was expected that the maximum firing rate should occur at  −π/4 (-0.785) since that is the 

direction of the preferred direction vector of the LIF neuron. This matches exactly with the result 

obtained as shown in Figure 26. 

What Makes Cosine a good choice? 

For curve fitting, we need to construct a curve that is a best fit to the data points (firing rates) 

obtained. Since the firing rates found in response to the points around the unit circle  show a 

similar trend to a cosine wave, so cosine seems to be a good choice for curve fitting since it aids 
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in the data visualization. Furthermore, the maximum of the cosine curve occurs at the same point 

as the maximum of the firing rate curve suggesting that it can provide a good approximation.  

Why does it differ from the ideal curve? 

The cosine curve differs from the ideal curve since it takes negative values and also doesn't take 

the exact y-values. The firing rate is not an exact cosine function since it is computed using the LIF 

model which takes the current (shown in the equation below) as an input. So even though the x 

values are around a unit circle, the LIF model itself introduces variations.  

J=αe⋅x+Jbias  

 

2.2 Vector Representation 

 

a)  100 unit vectors around a unit circle 

 

A set of 100 random unit vectors uniformly distributed around the unit circle was generated. These 

were later used as the encoders e for 100 neurons. 

 
Figure 28. 100 Unit vectors around a circle (Encoders) 

 

b) Computing Optimal Decoders 

 

When computing the decoders noise with σ as 0.2 times the maximum firing rate was taken into 

account. 
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Figure 29. Decoders 

 

How do these decoding vectors compare to the encoding vectors? 

The magnitude of the decoding vectors is less than that of the encoding vectors. The encoding 

vectors were uniformly distributed around a unit circle which means that each of the 100 neurons 

has their own preferred direction. Each neuron will fire the most when the stimulus is in it's referred 

direction. Since the stimulus in this case is 1600 points (x,y) therefore, different neurons have 

different firing rates in response to all these points. A neuron will respond the more strongly to the 

points which lie in its preferred direction. Therefore, in order to reflect this fact, the decoders have 

different magnitudes in different directions which is as expected.  

 

c)  RMSE using 20 random x values around a unit circle 

 

 
Figure 30. 20 random x values around a unit circle 
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Figure 31.Plot of x and xhat where xhat is decoded using the decoders 

 

RMSE (using decoders) = 0.053738903153 
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d) Using Encoders as Decoders 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Plot of x and xhat where xhat is decoded using the encoder 

 

The magnitude of xhat values is so large that the x values are not clearly visible in the third plot of 

Figure32. However, the first two plots show the x and xhat values plotted separately. The encoder 

magnitudes are very big to act as decoders and hence the RMSE value found is very large. 

RMSE (using encoders as decoders)  = 1733.6655522 

RMSE (using decoders ignoring magnitudes)  = 0.22763422118 

RMSE (using encoders as decoders , ignoring magnitudes)  = 0.215307251085 

 

What are the relative merits of these two approaches to decoding? 

 

Decoding using an encoder gives very bad results when the magnitude is not ignored. This is 

because the magnitude of the encoder is too big to act as a decoder. However, when the magnitude 

is ignored the encoders do a fairly good job at decoding. The results obtained on ignoring the 
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magnitude are very similar in case of decoding using an encoder as well as decoder. This implies 

that encoders are good at decoding the direction but give bad results when magnitude is also 

considered. Thus the benefit of using encoders is that its efficient to decode the direction. On the 

other hand benefit of using an encoder is that it is able to decode both the magnitude and direction. 

Therefore, if we are only interested in finding the direction of stimulus then encoders can do a good 

job.  

 

 

 


